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Libero Van. The Mitsubishi Eclipse is a sport compact car that was produced by Mitsubishi in
four generations between and The first two generations 1G and 2G share the automobile
platform and parts with the rebadged Eagle Talon and Plymouth Laser captive imports. They
were built during Mitsubishi Motors ' close relationship with Chrysler Corporation. In Japan, the
first two generations were sold at a specific Japanese retail chain called Mitsubishi Car Plaza.
During May , the fourth, and final, generation 4G Eclipse was introduced, replacing the Chrysler
platform used in the first three generations with the PS platform. According to Mitsubishi
Motors, the Eclipse was named after an unbeaten 18th-century English racehorse that had won
26 races. At the end of August , the final Eclipse rolled off the assembly line, and was auctioned
off, the proceeds donated to charity. In , Mitsubishi resurrected the Eclipse name on a compact
crossover vehicle, titled the Eclipse Cross , which debuted at the Geneva Auto Show. The first
generation Mitsubishi Eclipse was marketed as an entry to mid-level four-cylinder sports coupe
segment. Four trim levels were available; all were front-wheel drive except the GSX which was
all-wheel drive. The first generation Eclipse underwent minor styling changes during its
production; â€” models have updated sheet metal and are easily distinguishable from earlier
model years. The most notable is that the models have pop-up headlights, whereas the latter
model years do not. The Eclipse was revised for the model year as the second generation. The
Eclipse was available in five trim levels during its first-generation production run. AWD models
were not available until halfway through the first model year. However, and later years of both
turbo models standardized on the hp version 4G63T. These models varied significantly in
drivetrains and available options, and included some variance in appearance, as higher trim
lines added different front and rear fascia panels and surrounding trim, with the GSX model
getting a notably different styling package from the others. The basic driveline layout of the
Eclipse is a transverse -mounted 4-cylinder Mitsubishi 4G37 or 4G63 engine situated on the
left-hand side of the car driving an automatic or manual transmission on the right-hand side.
AWD models have a different transmission which includes a limited-slip center differential and
output shaft for a transfer case, which drives the rear differential also available as limited-slip
and half-shafts. Late â€” have larger-diameter axles and attach to the hub with bigger, 4-bolt
axle cups. The 4G37 and 4G63 engines are gasoline inline-fours. The 4G63 has an iron engine
block with an aluminum cylinder head and is equipped with two balance shafts. The
turbocharged version of the 4G63 sometimes referred to as the 4G63T has a lower compression
ratio 7. The turbocharged 4G63 engine received an internal update during the model year. The
engines built from through April have 6-bolt motors. Beginning in May , Mitsubishi revised the
engine to a 7-bolt design. The bolts refer to the number of bolts on the flywheel that connects to

the crankshaft. In March , Mitsubishi issued a recall bulletin 98V for all Mitsubishi Eclipse GSXs
citing, "Lockup of the transfer case can occur due to insufficient lubrication. The condition can
cause a loss of vehicle control increasing the risk of a crash. The transfer case itself did not
leak but rather the brass plug in the center of the transfer case yoke would leak. Mitsubishi
estimated 24, vehicles were affected. The Eclipse was redesigned in for the model year and
included standard dual airbags, more rounded styling, a larger interior, and a new engine made
by Chrysler for the base model. The second-generation car maintained the market focus of the
first generation car but had numerous changes to appeal to a broader market. The Spyder GS
was powered by a 2. The GSX model was also powered by this engine but with the addition of a
high performance all wheel drive system. No convertible model was powered by the Chrysler's a
engine, nor was there a convertible with all-wheel-drive. The turbocharged engine option
continued as the 4G The naturally aspirated cars had two different I-4 engines depending on the
market they were produced for. A special version of the Eclipse, called the "10th Anniversary
OZ Rally", was sold at the end of the model run with unique inch Enkei wheels with the OZ
Racing logo. The special edition package was only offered with the A engine. A unique version
of the 2G Eclipse was sold in some European countries. It used a naturally aspirated Mitsubishi
4G63 motor, similar to what was available in the 1G, unique side-view mirrors, and amber rear
turn signals. A minor style revision was applied for the model year. The front grille opening was
given a more aggressive profile. The headlights were given a sharper slant on the inner edges,
and the previous all-chrome fixture interior changed to a black interior with chrome reflector
inserts. The driving lights were revised from a reflector type to a smaller projection type. The
rear bumper cap was altered and had the reverse lights restyled and moved out into the bumper
fascia, away from their original central position by the license plate bracket. The Eclipse was
available in seven trim levels: Base [Only available in The basic driveline layout of the Eclipse is
a transverse-mounted 4-cylinder Chrysler A, Mitsubishi 4G64 or 4G63 engine. The Mitsubishi
motors are mounted in the same orientation as the first generation cars. The a-powered cars
had the engine mounted on the right side of the car, and further back in the chassis. AWD
models had a similar transmission to the first generation car. All motors are four-cylinder
gasoline engines. All have cast iron blocks with aluminum cylinder heads. The â€” turbo
engines were given an increased compression ratio of 8. This was done to minimize turbo lag,
which was an undesirable trait for mass-market appeal in the U. These changes led to increased
horsepower and torque vs. The intake ports on the head and runners of the intake manifold are
also larger on the 1G. They also have larger crankshaft bearing journals to allow better
lubrication. Because they look similar, it is important to note that the cylinder head is more on
the side of high air volume, while the cylinder head is more on the side of high air velocity.
Mitsubishi Motors quietly updated its 4G63 engine in and The crankshaft is more precisely
shaved and cut compared to previous years. It is identical to that used in the Mitsubishi Lancer
Evolution , which was not yet sold in North America until The thrust bearings have been revised
to a "split" type to allow better lubrication and self-alignment with the crankshaft. Although
originally deactivated to protect the drivetrain, it included advanced features such as launch
control, boost control, adjustable rev-limit, fuel system control as well as fuel and boost map
selection for certain Mitsubishi Heavy Industries turbochargers. The 2G Eclipse received
numerous Technical Service Bulletins TSB affecting a variety of issues with the car however
there was one notable powertrain recall. There were a variety of symptoms however the most
common symptom of crankwalk is the clutch pedal would stick to the floor upon making a left
turn. If crankwalk occurred, it typically meant engine failure. In , Mitsubishi revised
manufacturing processes to correct the issue. Anti-lock brakes were optional on all models
except for RS. It was the first concept vehicle exhibited by Mitsubishi at an auto show in the U.
AWD was no longer an option. The suspension setup was modified to provide a softer and more
compliant ride quality. The third-generation Eclipse shared its powertrain with the 8th
generation Galant. In mid, the GTS trim was introduced for the model year. With the introduction
of the GTS model, the Eclipse saw minor changes including a redesigned front bumper with
slotted fog lights, as well as a recoloring of the taillights. On the interior, the gauge face
changed, and the door panels were also redesigned. All trim levels besides RS and the Spyder
came with an automatic tilt and retracting sunroof. All models were FWD. The GTS trims were
introduced for the model year. For the model year, the RS trim was discontinued and a special
"Remix Edition" GS trim package was introduced, which included chrome wheels, identifying
placards, and the premium interior package from the GT and GTS models, which was not
previously offered on the GS trim. Both engines use cast iron blocks with aluminum cylinder
heads. The 3. In , the 3. The Mitsubishi Eclipse EV is a prototype electric vehicle with a
lightweight electric motor and lithium-ion batteries in the chassis of a third-generation Eclipse.
Another substantial styling revision was introduced, with the new model taking some of the

profile from the second generation model but maintaining a front fascia consistent with
Mitsubishi's current corporate styling features. Like the Galant and third generation Eclipse, the
new Eclipse is FWD only, although a concept model has been produced by Mitsubishi and
Ralliart with a MillenWorks designed hybrid-electric AWD platform, the 4G63 engine from the
Lancer Evolution , and more aggressive body styling with imitation carbon fiber accents. For
the model year in the U. Heated front seats. Heated side mirrors. Outside temperature indicator
and compass in the center dash display. Leather front seating surfaces. Aluminum pedals.
Automatic climate control. Wind Deflector. The Eclipse is equipped with dual bank catalytic
converters on the manifolds of both the 4 and 6 cylinder engines with O2 sensors placed after
each catalytic converter to monitor operation. Downstream of these is a third catalytic converter
placed mid way in the exhaust to assist in preventing further emissions. The Mitsubishi Eclipse
was given a minor facelift for the model year, the front fascia changed the fog lights and deleted
the triangle housing the "three diamond" logo used to sit on in the grille; the rear fascia
changed the "Eclipse" insignia from an indent to raised silver letters. An option to add a dual
exhaust and projector H. For , the Mitsubishi Eclipse featured a "blackout" roof, similar to the
model. Mitsubishi also lowered the suspension of Eclipse about half an inch to create a lower
center of gravity. For the model year, the Eclipse received three slight changes: brake override
logic, a clear lip spoiler on the GT trim, and one new exterior color. According to a review and
rating by Motor Trend , the fourth-generation Eclipse was described as "dated" - but its
"exterior design still stands out among sporty coupes currently available. The last Eclipse to
roll off the assembly line was built on 16 August , painted Kalapana Black, its color was chosen
by members of Mitsubishi's Facebook community, who picked from a historical Eclipse color
palette. This was the only Eclipse equipped with both the 3. It is also built with a sunroof,
leather interior, W Rockford Fosgate 9-speaker audio system with Sirius XM, hands-free
Bluetooth phone interface, rear-view camera, and HID headlights. The car was auctioned off by
Mecum Auctions in St. Grand total Eclipse production was , units. The Eclipse has been
campaigned in various auto racing events. It was placed on grid number 74, at the back in last
place. It moved up to 24th place overall finish without any issues. In , the Eclipse made its final
appearance in the race, achieving 39th place, after posting laps. They also have short
transmission gears to accelerate into triple-digit speeds. Jett Racing entered a 3rd generation
Eclipse for drag racing competition. As of , they hold the world record for the world's fastest
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Max. Vehicles exclusive to Mexico. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Not great about responding to direct emails and questions. But honest and didn't
waste my time driving there to test drive and says price is steady. I was planning to buy this
truck for my father called the dealership to let them know in advance I was interested in the car
when I got there there was no one to help me when I found the truck on my own I discovered it
was in very poor condition and not ready for sale so we left. Asked for service history and
Carfax since I live far away from the dealer. Emailed me back saying it is available and when I
would come in for a test drive We called after we sent a request for info. He gave us a price then
we had our brother-in-law go look at the vehicle for us since we were coming a great distance
and he gave my brother-in-law 2 other higher prices then we were told. We were told the truck
was in great shape but when my brother-in-law opened the doors rust pored out along with
other abnormalities. Obviously this dealer is not very good at his job. We will never recommend
this place to anyone! This dealer is small, but so nice. You created a relationship with them
since it is a small place. The car was perfect and just what they advertised. My daughter loves
the car and it runs beautifully. Hopefully we won't need another car again, but if we do, I will be
reaching out to them. Truck is unacceptable, not drivable. Broken hood cable so I couldn't see
engine , power steering not working ,dirty interior. A good bunch of guys to work with. Friendly
and helpful. They took car of everything they said they would after I bought the Cube.
Communications could be a bit better though. The person on the phone didn't always know
what was going on. In the end everything went smoothly. I thought it was a good deal. Overall
easy experience. Max was wonderful to deal with and very helpful. My first language is Spanish
What a great experience. Drove from another state to buy a car from Zack and he was super
helpful. Helped load the car on a trailer and was quick to repair a minor issue after I returned
home. Zack was always accessible and responded quickly to all questions. I highly recommend
buying a car here and would travel the almost 4 hours back to purchase another one. I have
only had email exchanges with this dealer to date. The dealer response and answers to my
questions have been very good. I plan to visit the dealership soon. Salesman responded and
sent more pictures upon my request, but never called back like he said he would to set up a
time for me to come get the car. I have cash ready to buy, but I will have to look elsewhere.
Good response. Could not make it there before the vehicle was sold due to having to work. Very
helpful. Reached out on several occasions. I purchased a car elsewhere so never actually went
to this dealer. But they responded in a timely courteous manner. Bob at Mini was very helpful
and honest. I ended up purchasing the car and Michelle in finance was also very nice. Great,
quick experience! We had simple questions about this vehicle after test driving it and the seller
was very rude to us. He talked us rite out of buying this vehicle. They were ok but the car that
has been on the site has been sold for a while and they offered me a more expensive one which
seems typical of dealers wanting money not customer satisfaction. This convertible version of
the Eclipse gets a special throwback name: Spyder. It's a distinct-looking two-door with
undeniably sexy lines. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Image Not Available. Read more. Fun in the Sun driving! I've always want a convertible
and quite honestly any drop top car would have made me relatively happy. However, I
researched for several months to determine what I wanted. While the back seats are really
uninhabitable for anyone other than small children which doesn't apply to me it was the extra
cargo space I was look A fun car to zip around in, especially in nice weather. Great gas milage
on highways. No issues with convertible top mechanical nor leaks. Backseat can fit one person
comfortably. Great stereo system. Love the body design. No major mechanical issues. Why Use
CarGurus? Mitsubishi dealers in Atlanta GA. Mitsubishi dealers in Chicago IL. Mitsubishi
dealers in Dallas TX. Mitsubishi dealers in Houston TX. Mitsubishi dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Mitsubishi dealers in Miami FL. Mitsubishi dealers in New York NY. Mitsubishi dealers in

Philadelphia PA. Mitsubishi dealers in Washington DC. It also comes with an appealing set of
features and offers an optional V6 engine. So far, so good, right? But if you research this
Mitsubishi more closely you'll realize that it comes up a bit short. For one, the Outlander isn't
particularly rewarding to drive. The base four-cylinder engine is underpowered and noisy. You
can get that V6, but fuel economy is poor, and it's only available on the most expensive trim
level. And as for that third-row seat, well, it's small, even for children. If you need a three-row
crossover on a budget, the Outlander might be worth a look. But in one of the most hotly
contested segments, just about every manufacturer is making a competitive crossover, and
most of them are more refined. We recommend shopping around before settling on the
Mitsubishi Outlander. The base engine in the Outlander is a 2. Front-wheel drive is standard,
and all-wheel drive is optional. Stepping up to the SE gets you foglights, keyless ignition and
entry, power-adjustable front passenger seats, heated front seats, Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto smartphone integration, a second-row USB port, and an upgraded audio system with
satellite radio. The SE also has an optional Convenience package that includes a sunroof,
power-folding side mirrors, and blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert. The
Outlander's LE is equipped similarly to the SE but has the contents of the Convenience package
as standard and gains black-painted wheels plus a few other blackout trim pieces. The SEL
starts with the SE's content and the Convenience package plus automatic headlights, automatic
wipers, a power liftgate, leather upholstery, and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The SEL also
has some optional equipment that you can't get on lower trim levels. The Premium package
adds LED headlights and foglights, a sunroof, a heated steering wheel, a degree parking camera
system, and a nine-speaker Rockford Fosgate audio system. The SEL Touring package includes
the Premium package contents plus automatic high beams, adaptive cruise control, a forward
collision warning system with automatic braking, and a lane departure warning system. The GT
comes standard with all of the above options except the advanced safety technologies, all of
which are included in the optional GT Touring package. Exclusive standard features on the GT
include a 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Mitsubishi Outlander SUV. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi Outlander
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the Outlander for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the
first to know when prices drop near Which Outlander does Edmunds recommend? While you
might be drawn to the Outlander because of its low introductory price, consider getting the
top-of-the-line GT if you can. It's the only way you can get the V6 engine, which is preferable
over the four-cylinder engine. The optional Touring package would be a good addition for its
adaptive cruise control, forward collision mitigation and lane departure warning systems.
Overall rating 6. Each vehicle typically comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally
similar. Read more. Driving 6. There's not much to like here. The standard four-cylinder engine
is underpowered, and handling is unremarkable. Even the brakes require a deft foot to bring the
vehicle to a complete stop, which makes for a clunky braking experience. Acceleration 5.
Acceleration is lethargic, even with the gas pedal pinned to the floor. Overtaking another car on
the freeway requires a lot of planning. In Edmunds testing, the Outlander managed a mph time
of 9. Braking 6. The brake pedal is light and spongy but with decent bite at the top of the stroke,
so you don't have to press it far before the brakes start clamping. On the other hand, force
buildup is low, making it necessary to push further than expected to come to a complete stop.
Maximum braking performance is decent, however. In our test, the Outlander needed feet to
stop from 60 mph, which is typical for a three-row small crossover. Drivability 7. Throttle
response is intuitive in typical driving situations. But when you ask for extra oomph, the
Outlander's CVT automatic introduces annoying simulated gear shifts that fall well below the 6,
rpm redline at full throttle. Comfort 6. Except in specific situations, the Outlander offers a
smooth ride over most roads. The first- and second-row seats are fairly uncomfortable, partially
owing to the lack of available adjustments. Most SUVs in the class are good at isolating outside

noise and engine vibration but not the Outlander. Seat comfort 5. Seat comfort can be
hit-or-miss. Disappointingly, the Outlander does not offer lumbar adjustment. The second-row
seats have oddly shaped headrests that can make your body feel bowed. Ride comfort 7. The
Outlander has the most comfortable ride of any car in Mitsubishi's lineup. Even on rough roads,
the Outlander feels pretty composed. The only exception is when hitting midcorner bumps; they
send a big shock through the cabin, and it feels like you lose traction. At idle, the engine sends
vibrations into the cabin, which you can feel through the seats. Engine noise is quiet while
cruising, but it's groany and noisy while accelerating. Tire noise is mostly muted, except when
you drive over bumps. Climate control 7. The standard dual-zone climate system works well and
does not require any adjustments once set. The rear air vents located behind the center console
keep a good supply of air pumping to the second and third rows. Neither the heated steering
wheel nor heated front seats get truly hot. Interior 6. Getting into the Outlander can be tricky for
adults â€” especially the driver â€” but once you're seated, the cabin feels roomy enough. The
driving position is uncomfortably high, and the seat bottom doesn't angle up much. Visibility is
fantastic all around, however. Ease of use 5. The touchscreen system has large square tiles on
the homepage that are easy to press, but every other menu has wide rectangles that are
sometimes hard to hit accurately. The driver information display has a strange one-button
control scheme that isn't very intuitive. Other controls are within the driver's reach, though
some of the driving aids are grouped nonintuitively throughout the cabin. The high seat and
low-mounted wheel make it a little difficult to get into the driver's seat without having to squirm
around the steering column. The lowered roof height above the second row a result of the
sunroof's mechanical bits requires ducking a bit as you come into the car. The opening
provided by sliding the second-row seat forward is wide enough for kids to access the third row
easily. Driving position 5. Even when the seat is dropped as far as it will go, the driver sits up
quite high. The seat's lack of adjustments and the forward-tilted headrests make it difficult to
find an ideal position. The wheel has a good range of motion, but its low positioning means that
even when it's tilted all the way up, it feels as if you're driving a school bus. Roominess 7.
Headroom in the first and second rows is sufficient, but tall occupants will find the Outlander
more confining than rivals. Tall rear-seat passengers will have to scoot the seat all the way back
to avoid brushing the headliner. There's good legroom in the front and second rows, but the
third row is very tight. On longer trips, it's for kids only. Visibility 8. A low hoodline and beltline,
along with narrow pillars and wide windows, make it easy to see forward and to the side. The
large three-quarters window reduces blind spots. The rear window could be taller, but it's not
bad. Quality 5. The quality of materials up front is pretty standard for the class, though the
design isn't particularly attractive. Lots of little things contribute to an overall feeling of
cheapness. The second-row seat bottoms fold up to allow for a flat second row but are held in
place by flimsy little arms. You have to line up the arms exactly to return the seat bottom to its
original place. You can feel the engine vibrate in the front seats, and they rock back in their
frames if you lean back. Utility 7. As with other compact three-row crossovers, cargo space
behind the third row is meager. The seats fold flat for usable space, but that space is still a few
cubic feet smaller than average. Though the Outlander is designed with families in mind, there
aren't many places to put toys, bags or anything else. Small-item storage 6. There's not much
storage up front. Mitsubishi gives you just two central cupholders and a small bin under the
armrest. There are large front door pockets, with room for an upright water bottle and a few
small knickknacks. The second-row door pockets are decently sized, with room for two water
bottles standing up. Overall, it's not a ton of storage spots for growing families, but at least
everyone will be hydrated. Cargo space 7. The load floor behind the rear seats is narrow, and
not all of its But the rear seats fold completely flat to open up a decent amount of space. There's
no real liftover, making for an easy-to-use space aside from the intrusions behind the back seat.
Child safety seat accommodation 7. The car-seat anchor points are stuck down between the
cushions and placed at an unusually steep angle, making them harder to access. However, the
high rear seat means less bending over to situate kids, and there's plenty of space for even
larger seats. Technology 7. Its two USB ports aren't sufficient for seven people, though. Many
driver aids are available but only at the top trim levels. It's surprisingly hard to hear incoming
phone calls at highway speeds. The Rockford Fosgate system is quite good, with little distortion
even with the volume maxed out. With a little fine-tuning the system offers unique profiles
depending on music type , the subwoofer delivers a good punch. You won't hear much reverb
unless you stress the system. Onboard nav is not offered, which means you'll want Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto to mirror your smartphone's navigation apps. Smartphone integration
7. There's a single USB data port below the center console, hidden beneath a clumsily designed
flap. In back a charge-only USB port is located below the second-row air vents. A
seven-passenger vehicle needs more. Driver aids 6. The Outlander has most of the advanced

safety features that others in the class offer, but the majority are only available on the top two
trims as part of option packages. We like that the lane departure warning system isn't overly
sensitive, but the adaptive cruise control system doesn't look far enough ahead at highway
speeds. Approaching stopped traffic requires driver intervention. Voice control 6. The Outlander
has enough natural speech detection that the system could understand us even when we didn't
follow the prompts. Unfortunately, there are a lot of steps and confirmations for even simple
tasks like making a phone call. You can switch radio bands via voice, but you can't select a
station. Phone calls are muffled even at max volume, and the audio sounds like it comes from
one side of the car through one speaker. It's quite hard to hear calls at highway speeds.
Scorecard Overall 6. Write a review See all 30 reviews. As the title says the new GT we have is
our 3rd Outlander. We can not see paying any more for one of the names that are ranked higher
in the polls. I have owned Porsches and other high end cars in my life but feel the Outlander is
as well put together as any car that I have owned. The warranty is the best in the industry and I
have only had 4 recalls for all four cars for minor issues. Never for anything like brakes or
transmissions or motor issues. At 6'3" and I need a car that is comfortable and the Outlander
offers the adjustments to allow me to do so. The leather heated seats on the GT are very
comfortable. Very much like the fuel economy, right now after less than a miles are seeing mpg
on short trips, combination of country road and highway. Can't wait for some long runs on a
highway. This is much better than our which we still have and is still going strong after , miles.
Read less. I drove an Outlander in Africa through thick mud, deep sand, giant potholes, rocky
roads and never got stuck. I travelled long distances through desolate areas and never broke
down. Those experiences proved to me that this is a true off roader. I bought the newest model
and its been improved even more. My GT is top of the line with all the high-end luxury options,
but the price is half that of any of the competition. There is no hype surrounding the Outlander,
so it's ignored by most people. Mitsubishi doesn't sell the elite Montero or Montero Sport in the
US, so this is the closest substitute. I appreciate this SUV because it gets me home through
even the worst road conditions. Part One First of all, I rented this for a Midwest swing of 5 states
and I put just a bit under 1, miles on it. So while I'm not a long-term owner, I did put about miles
a day on this SUV and I think that I have a few things worth sharing on that basis. Right away,
this is a crowd pleaser. The SEL trim is covered in leather which I think is always a bonus when
little kids could be spilling stuff in the back seat. However, when it did, we were going pretty
fast; I had the cruise set at 85mph through large portions of South Dakota where the limit on I is
80mph. I had never driven a CVT-equipped vehicle this far, ever. I never felt like it was unsafe, at
all, it just required a fairly heavy right foot, which I was more than willing to provide. If you are
used to something a whole lot faster, then this would get to be frustrating pretty quickly IMHO.
The range on this SUV, at least on my road-trip was about miles, probably a little more. I never
got much below a quarter of a tank before I filled it up. MPG was about 27 for the entire trip. The
automatic climate control in the car is worth mentioning. It worked very well, including the vents
in the back seat for my daughter. My only gripe is that the vents cannot be turned on or off
up-front using knobs or sliders. The ability to change their direction seemed to be limited as
well. Minor issues, but things that we noticed. The SUV has heated seats, which we did not use
as it was hot most of the time. This car did not have a sunroof, so I have nothing to say about
that. Overall, on the road, the Mitsubishi was competent on the road and comfortable. My
daughter is still alive and ok. My daughter bought an Outlander Sport in Oct of She and a
co-worker were leaving work a week ago, and she got hit from behind. Luckily they walked away
with being banged up and bruises. The lady hit them coming off the freeway at a high rate of
speed. It totaled the car but they are ok. Not true! So now she will be without a car till then. I just
wanted to let you guys know that your vehicle did what it was suppose to do in the situation she
was in. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars
related to the Outlander. Sign Up. Check out all the details in our First Look. Who knows?
Maybe something amazing to watch on TikTok. But go look for that later and instead check out
the intriguing Ioniq 5. It's a new all-electric SUV that has nothing to do with the slightly dorky
Ioniq hatchback on sale now. Read on to get Senior Editor Brent Romans' initial take. Case in
point: the new Lexus IS , powered by a rip-roaring naturally aspirated V8. It's the same size and
shape as the Karma Revero GT, and the two share a common powertrain. The primary
difference is price, as the GS-6 costs much less than its six-figure sibling. Should you consider
the tiny new Taos? Read on to learn more. Off-Road Buying Guide. Best 3-Row SUVs. Best Gas
Mileage Cars. Cheapest Electric Cars. Best Midsize SUVs. Best Small SUV. Best Hybrid Cars.
Best Electric Cars. Best Hybrid SUVs. Best Family SUVs. Best Pickup Trucks. All the latest car
reviews, videos and articles from the Edmunds experts. Here's how to research, locate, price
and negotiate the purchase of a new car. Here is everything you need to know about buying a

used car. See the 50 most researched vehicles this month and read our expert car reviews.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Car News. The latest auto news, first
looks and first drives. Best vehicle list Off-Road Buying Guide. Fastest SUVs. First Impressions.
Power Outage? The Ford F Comes to the Rescue. Does That Pique the Reader's Interest? Well,
Here You Go. Toyota vs. Mazda vs. But Is That Enough? Electric vs. Wrangler vs. Model 3 vs.
Fewer Driven Wheels. See more. Latest videos. Drag Race! Tesla Model Y vs. Chevy Corvette
Gas vs. Honda Accord Sport vs. How to Buy a Used Car Here is everything you need to know
about buying a used car. Most Popular Vehicles See the 50 most researched vehicles this
month and read our expert car reviews. More on Edmunds. Sign Up. Used Mitsubishi Eclipse for
Sale 3. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. This car really is
stripped down. Without expensive options, this car offers minimal features: no temperature
readings, no Bluetooth, no cameras or sensors, no fancy digital displays, no advanced steering
technology beyond ABS, no more than two cupholders, not even top-side handlebars. This may
make it sound like it comes with nothing that's "standard" nowadays, but rest assured that it
surely comes with great security and safety features: lots of air bags, window locks, car alarm,
etc. So it doesn't have much. What does this car offer then? It gives you one hell of a drive. The
throttle is so responsive that it takes great discipline in holding it back as well as great
awareness of your posture and p This compact "budget" car offers a fun drive and in-cabin
experienceâ€”but at a cost. The throttle is so responsive that it takes great discipline in holding
it back as well as great awareness of your posture and pressure on the pedal to ensure control.
Its turning radius is wider than average, and its body weight is higher than one would expect
given its compact stature, so turns should be taken more slowly for safety, but even when
driving aggressively in a safe environment , the car keeps itself in contact with the ground
through the curve, and its extra weight being thrown outward gives anyone inside a thrilling
experience. As a daily driver, this car has also been proven to be very reliable. I have put my car
through almost , miles of travel over nine years so far, and I have never had maintenance issues
with the transmission or engine; no "warning" lights have ever turned on. Through its lifespan
thus far, I have only had to replace the wipers, brakes, and tires due to wear. Even the car seats
remain super comfortable to this day, and nothing in the interior has fallen apart or deteriorated.
There are some critical caveats with this car, however. Because of its construction, the level of
driver visibility is pretty low compared to other cars. This is inherent with many compact
coupes, but a lot of uninitiated drivers dislike the low visibility, and for safety reasons, one has
to be wary of this. The rear window panels are tiny, so any rear and rear-side driver views have
to be relegated to only the rear window and mirrors. The A-pillars are also wide because they
have airbags in them , so the front-side driver views are also impeded. Also, for prospective
passengers, it's really cramped for three or four adults to fit into this vehicle. There is limited
leg room in the back. However, lots of cargo can surprisingly fit into this coupe due to its
fold-down rear seats and hatch back. The stock sound system is also decent, if a bit
underpowered. It packs more bass than other cars in its price bracket, but its clarity in
audiophile terms is probably middle of the pack. Driving through some canyons in the Los
Angeles area as well as up and down the California coast along the Pacific Coast Highway is
always exhilarating. I've had so much fun with the changes in road inclines and sharp turns
mixed with some downhills. This car handles well and is so responsive that accelerating and
braking quickly is so easy to do with confidence. Overall 3. It gives off the appearance of going
faster than actual driving speed. Although its a sporty car, it travels well for road trips and gets
good gas mileage. I've traveled to Lake Tahoe to San Jose. Santa Cruz to Yosemite. Took it
camping, tailgating, and all over town. It fits in wherever I go. I haven't had to make too many
repairs, just regular auto maintenance. One of the best qualities of the Eclipse is the sleek
design of its body and low profile. I drove around all summer using duct tape and gorilla tape to
hold up my bumper after I snagged it on a cement block in a parking lot. The front end is low,
and I am short so its hard to see the front end. I've curbed the car three times in one day but
that was because I had my seat reclined too far back and couldn't see the right side wheel and
distance. Top positive things is the way it looks. The control I have driving around curves
because of the low profile, and the gas mileage. It's an easy fit for parallel parking. Parts have
been easy to find and body can be modified. Fun to drive. Tall or heavier set people would have
a difficult getting inside and out of the car, especially if getting into the back seat. Since it is low
profile, have to use caution over speed bumps and parking lot cement blocks. I've caught the
bumper onto one a couple of times and nearly pulled it off. Overall 5. It was a fast, sporty, and at
times sexy car to drive. This was beast when it came to winter time. I could be plowed in up to
the roof of the car, as long as I was able to get in the car I never needed to shovel it out. The V6
engine allowed me to literally start the car and gun it out of the snow. She was fast enough to
weave in traffic with ease. She had great breaking incase the weaving didn't go so well. I could

have done with having less blind spots in the car. As well the front windshield being right in
your face. This car was not made for a tall man. Even with the seat all the way down you hope
you never get in an accident. For fear of cracking your head against that glass. This car was a
real head turner whe This was my first car, so what can I say other than I loved this car! This car
was a real head turner when I first got it. Not many people knew this was the new version of the
eclipse. With it's minimal emblems and badges, I had many people asking me what the name
and brand of car I was driving. The attention given was great, it's what any person driving a
sports car wants. The first time I ever let my father use my car he called me after receiving a
speeding ticket. He normally drives a hyundai accent 1. When you put the pedal to the metal in
that thing you struggle to get any giddy up. You really struggle to get it up to speed and know
when you are actually driving. Being that it was his first time driving my car he didn't realize
how touch sensi Being that it was his first time driving my car he didn't realize how touch
sensitive it was. He peeled out of the driveway before he figured out the fineness of the car. So
he called me a few hours later after receiving a speeding ticket. Apparently he said you don't
realize that your speeding in this car. It was made so well that going 40 and 80 feel the same. It
came with an Infinity 7. That was both loud and clear. You could keep the system turned up all
the way and still hear it clear as a bell. No distortion. Loved the black leather seats. They have a
race car bucket seat to them while still feeling soft and supple. They added class to this car. The
whole interior was black which just made everything easy to view and enjoy the sleekness all
around. Powered locks, doo Powered locks, doors and seats was a huge plus for me. The paint
of the car was Phoenix Red. Perfect color for a sports car, it had a deep red with metallic flakes
that the sun made burst. The look of the car is it's best feature, it has such sleek feminine lines.
There is no doubt that this car is a female. Just being parked made her look like she was going
somewhere. Since it is a V6 she definitely has some speed to her, she was very easy to keep up
with cars. Most times it is hard to not open up the throttle and enjoy the speed. She has rear and
front strut bars that allow for tighter cornering and better handling than most sports cars out
there. One of the cons I had about the car was the paint job. Even if taken care of properly,
washed and waxed regularly the clear coat tends to chip off. Another con is that since this is a 6
cylinder car it can be extremely hard to change spark plugs or replace seals in the car without
taking it apart. For the sound system, the center speaker tends to distort rather quickly and
needs to be replaced. The rear shocks that hold up the truck are not strong enough to hold the
weight of the glass. You need to buy stronger ones and after a few months it may happen again.
After a few months of dri After a few months of driving this car I noticed it had a shift flare
between the 2nd and 3rd gear automatic. This is a common problem with this car but can't be
fixed with a replacement part. Instead the transmission needs to be taken apart and needs to be
drilled into. It does not have any foot room in the back seat for anyone to sit comfortably. The
rear spoiler may block some of your sight in the rear view mirror. The tiptronic feature on the
car was very laggy it would take a second before it would shift. Which wasn't good for the fuel
economy. Would have liked to have had a more responsive shifter. The wheel wells are a tight fit
for anything larger than stock tire. I had placed 18's on the car which fit fine but needed to buy
super low pro tires to fit. If I bought regular tires I would be dealing with wheel rub which will
drive you crazy, pretty fast. Used Cars for Sale. The Mitsubishi Chariot is a small multi-purpose
vehicle MPV manufactured and marketed by Mitsubishi from to The Chariot's wheelbase was 2,
millimetres A van version with an extended fiberglass roof was sold in Finland as the Mitsubishi
Space Van. At the time vans were exempt from tax in Finland and the roof was extended to
reach the minimum height of cargo space needed to be registered as a van. The fiberglass
extensions were produced by boat manufacturer Esboat. In Australia , where it was marketed as
the "Nimbus", it won the Wheels Car of the Year award in its debut year. A single 1. The Colt
Vista was originally available only with front-wheel drive and the 2. Transmissions were the
"Twin-Stick" 4x2 gears , a five-speed manual, or a three-speed automatic. The second
generation featured a longer wheelbase as well as greater length, width, and height, while still
remaining in the Japanese Governments regulations concerning vehicle exterior dimensions
and engine displacement. A five-speed manual , or four-speed automatic could be specified,
and in high-end models an INVECS electronically controlled four-speed auto with " fuzzy logic "
was also available. It was a continuation of the first generation 1. It continued the previous
seating arrangement of three rows of seats, capable of seating seven people. The middle row
can be slid forward or back to accommodate multiple seating arrangements. The second and
third row have solid bench seat cushions with seat backs that are split ; the second row
seatbacks can be both folded down upon the seat cushions or reclined completely flat with the
third row seat cushion. The second row can also be slid forward to provide access to the third
row. Again, from , a single GLX model was assembled in New Zealand, with manual or automatic
transmissions, at Mitsubishi's Porirua plant. Due to the partnership that existed between

Chrysler Motors and Mitsubishi Motors during this time period, this generation of Chariot
shares a similar appearance with the sales leader Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager , and
was sold in North America as the Mitsubishi Expo. This vehicle was also sold on a shorter
wheelbase, in a version marketed as the Mitsubishi RVR. Whilst the vehicle was sold in many
countries under a variety of names, not all markets received the full range of models. For
example, Australia only received the 2. The third and final generation was introduced on
October 17, , [3] and was larger and heavier again. It was now known in its home market as the
Chariot Grandis , after the French grandiose , to emphasise the increase in the car's size and
quality as it moved from a ladder frame to monocoque construction, [9] using the company's
RISE safety body. For Europe, there were also available 2. Four-wheel-drive version was only
available with 2. Rear viscous-limited-slip differential was an option. Center differential is also
with viscous-coupling-unit. Gearbox and transfer box look similar to Lancer Evolution, but still
are different. For Japanese market, due to the engine size exceeding cc, and the width
exceeding 1. The 3. This generation was not sold in North America, as the Dodge Caravan and
Plymouth Voyager were now sold in regular and extended length vehicles, with the longer
models sold as Grand Caravan and Grand Voyager in addition to the Chrysler Town and
Country. It was marketed as a large minivan as a result. The Chariot Grandis was finally
superseded by release of the Mitsubishi Grandis on May 14, , [1] although production of the
older vehicle continued until the following year for overseas markets. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on Tokyo: Nigensha. Retrieved
Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale Domus S. Mitsubishi Motors
vehicles. A shareholding of Nissan. Type Mitsubishi automobile timeline, European market,
sâ€”present. Mitsubishi automobile timeline, North American market , â€”present. Categories :
Mitsubishi Motors vehicles Crossover sport utility vehicles Compact sport utility vehicles
Compact MPVs Station wagons Minivans Front-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles
Cars introduced in s cars s cars. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links CS1
Japanese-language sources ja CS1 Italian-language sources it Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from December Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Mitsubishi Grandis [1].
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive. Mitsubishi Nimbus GLX. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive , four-wheel-drive. Minica Toppo. Toppo BJ. Town Box. Lancer Van A Lancer
EX A Galant A Debonair A Debonair S Sports car. Lancer Evolution I. Lancer Evo II. Lancer
Evolution III. Lancer Evolution IV. Lancer Evo V. Lancer Evolution VI. Lancer Evolution VII.
Lancer Evolution IX. Lancer Evolution X. Small MPV. Colt Plus. Space Star. Mini SUV. Pajero
Mini. Pajero Junior. Pajero TR4 Brazil. Delica D Pickup truck. Kei truck. Light commercial
vehicle. Colt TSS. City car. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. Sport compact. Lancer
Evolution. Grand tourer. Compact MPV. Space Runner. Large MPV. Compact crossover. Eclipse
Cross. Mid-size crossover. Pajero Pinin. Mid-size SUV. Pajero Sport. Full-size SUV. Mirage G4.
Lancer Evo IX. Lancer Evo X. Expo LRV. Space Wagon. Montero Sport. Montero Limited. Mighty
Max. Vehicles exclusive to Mexico. Summit Wagon. Vehicle sold under both Renault and Eagle
marques. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
steampunk vw
2002 ford excursion owners manual
autozone tail light covers
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.

Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

